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INTRODUCTION

In 1957, Justice Hugo Black, writing for the Supreme Court in Conley v. Gibson, penned the famous words, that “[i]n appraising the legal sufficiency of the complaint we follow, of course, the accepted rule that a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.”1 For the next 50 years, this language both defined and embodied the standard for pleading a complaint in the federal court system, under Rule 8(a)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.2 However, in Bell Atlantic v. Twombly, the Supreme Court, stating that Conley’s “no set of facts” language has been “questioned, criticized, and explained away long enough,” concluded that “this famous observation has earned its retirement.”3

2 Iqbal v. Hasty, 490 F.3d 143, 157 (2d Cir. 2007) (stating that Conley’s “no set of facts” language has been cited by federal courts over 10,000 times in different contexts).
Writing for the *Bell Atlantic* majority, Justice Souter held that a well-pleaded complaint must contain factual allegations sufficient “to raise a right to relief above the speculative level.” Yet nowhere in Rule 8(a)(2) is there any mention of “facts” or “factual allegations.” Rather, the drafters of Rule 8 were careful to avoid any reference to “facts,” “evidence,” or “conclusions” in the Federal Rules, so as to avoid the confusion that abounds under the Field Code of 1848. To achieve this goal, the drafters intentionally substituted the phrase, “claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief,” in place of the code formulation, “facts constituting a cause of action.” The *Conley* decision embraced this relaxed standard of pleadings, which sought to keep litigants in the court system rather than force them out of it. Under *Conley*, outright dismissal of a claim was only permitted when the judge had determined—that proceeding to discovery or beyond would be futile. The express disavowal of *Conley*’s “no set of facts” language

4 *Id.* at 1965.
5 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires that a complaint contain “a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.”
7 *Bell Atlantic*, 127 S. Ct. at 1975-76 (Stevens, J., dissenting). In 1848, David Dudley Field created the New York Code, which required “[a] statement of facts constituting the cause of action, in ordinary and concise language, without repetition, and in such a manner as to enable a person of common understanding to know what is intended.” 1848 N. Y. Laws pp. 497, 521. The predecessor to modern notice pleading, the New York Code of 1848, while more accessible by the common litigant than the Hilary Rules of 1834, implemented a pleading spectrum that confounded many commentators. The spectrum moved from evidentiary facts, to ultimate facts, to conclusions of law, with the goal being to plead only the ultimate facts. However, the distinctions between these three groupings were not abundantly clear and often times were too subtle to provide any substantive guidance.
9 *Id.* (emphasis added).
10 *Id.* at 1976-77.
11 *Id.* at 1977.
by the Supreme Court indicates a heightening of federal pleading standards, despite the *Bell Atlantic* majority’s unconvincing insistence that they remain unchanged.12

In the wake of *Bell Atlantic*, the federal appellate courts have been put to the task of interpreting the Supreme Court’s opinion and applying this new standard of federal pleading to the cases before them. Part I of this Note reviews the relevant background required to discuss the Seventh Circuit’s interpretation of *Bell Atlantic*. This background includes Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 8(a) and 12(b)(6), the Supreme Court’s decision in *Conley*, and the Seventh Circuit’s pre-*Bell Atlantic* Rule 12(b)(6) jurisprudence. Part II dissects the Supreme Court’s opinion in *Bell Atlantic* and looks at the Supreme Court’s subsequent decision in *Erickson v. Pardus*.13 Part III discusses two Seventh Circuit cases—*EEOC v. Concentra Health Services, Inc.*14 and *Airborne Video & Beepers, Inc. v. AT & T Mobility LLC*15—that interpret the Supreme Court decision in *Bell Atlantic*. Part IV explores the way in which the district courts have applied *Concentra* and *Airborne*. This Note concludes with a recapitulation of what is required for a complaint to withstand a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss in the Seventh Circuit, as well as a brief discussion of the impact that *Concentra*, *Airborne* and the other recent Seventh Circuit decisions will have on practitioners in the Seventh Circuit.

I. BACKGROUND

Before discussing *Bell Atlantic*, it is necessary to understand Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 8(a) and 12(b)(6), as well as the history of the Supreme Court’s Rule 8(a) jurisprudence.

---

12 *Id.* at 1973.
14 496 F.3d 773 (7th Cir. 2007).
15 499 F.3d 663 (7th Cir. 2007).
A. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 8(a) and 12(b)(6)

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8 lays out the general rules of pleading in the federal court system. Subsection (a) of Rule 8 specifically describes what information a claim for relief (also referred to in this Note as the complaint) must contain:

(a) Claim for Relief. A pleading that states a claim for relief must contain:
   (1) a short and plain statement of the grounds for the court's jurisdiction, unless the court already has jurisdiction and the claim needs no new jurisdictional support;
   (2) a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief; and
   (3) a demand for the relief sought, which may include relief in the alternative or different types of relief.

Court’s interpret Rule 8(a)(2) when determining the standard of pleading in the federal court system.

A defendant can test the sufficiency of a plaintiff’s complaint by making a motion under Rule 12(b)(6) for “failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted.” If the complaint has not satisfied the requirements of Rule 8(a), this motion should be granted by the court. The key question is what information Rule 8(a)(2) requires to be stated in the complaint. Conley v. Gibson was one of the first cases to provide an answer to this question.

---

17 Id.
20 Id.
B. Conley v. Gibson

In Conley, plaintiffs brought a class action suit under the Railway Labor Act alleging discrimination against them by their bargaining agents. The complaint alleged that the petitioners were employees of the Texas and New Orleans Railroad; that Local 28 of the Brotherhood was the designated bargaining agent for the petitioners under the Railway Labor Act; and that a contract existed between the Union and the Railroad which provided the employees in the bargaining unit certain protections against discharge and loss of seniority. It further alleged that in May of 1954, the Railroad purported to abolish 45 jobs held by the petitioners or other black railroad workers and that all of the petitioners were either discharged or demoted. The complaint further stated that the 45 jobs were not actually abolished, but instead filled by whites as the blacks were forced to leave; that despite pleas from the petitioners, the Union did nothing to protect them from the racially discriminatory discharges; and that the Union refused to give them protection comparable to that afforded to white employees. Ultimately, the petitioners alleged that the Union was acting according to a plan and that under the Railway Labor Act such discrimination violated petitioners’ rights to fair representation from their bargaining agent. Petitioners asked for a declaratory judgment, an injunction and damages.

The respondents moved to dismiss the complaint on several grounds including that the complaint failed to state a claim upon which relief could be given. The district court dismissed the case due to lack of jurisdiction, finding that the National Railroad Adjustment Board had exclusive jurisdiction over the controversy, and the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed. The Supreme Court of the United States granted certiorari and held that the dismissal for lack of
The jurisdiction was error. The Supreme Court also decided the respondents’ Rule 12(b)(6) motion, even though it had not been decided below because of the lower court’s ruling on the jurisdictional issue. The Court found it proper to rule on the respondent’s motion because both parties had already briefed the issue and the respondents urged the Court to uphold the decision below on grounds other than lack of jurisdiction if necessary.

Justice Black first set forth the above-quoted and oft-cited rule that “a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.” In adjudicating the sufficiency of the petitioners’ complaint, the Court looked to the general principle that the Railway Labor Act prohibits discrimination in representation on the basis of race. Because the petitioners alleged in their complaint that the Union denied them protection on the basis of their race, the allegations, if proven, would demonstrate that the Union breached its statutory duty to fairly represent all of the employees of the bargaining unit. As such, petitioner’s complaint sufficiently stated a claim upon which relief could be granted.

The respondents argued that dismissal was proper because the petitioners’ complaint failed to set forth specific facts in support of its general allegations of discrimination. However, the Court stated emphatically that:

26 Id. at 44
27 Id. at 45
28 Id.
29 Id. at 45-46
31 Conley, 355 U.S. at 46.
32 Id. at 48.
33 Id. at 47.
The Federal rules of Civil Procedure do not require a claimant to set out in detail the facts upon which he bases his claim. To the contrary, all the Rules require is ‘a short plain statement of the claim’ that will give the defendant fair notice of what the plaintiff’s claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.\textsuperscript{34}

According to Justice Black, this loose standard of pleading—referred to as “notice pleading”—was made possible by the opportunity for discovery and the other pretrial procedures authorized by the Federal Rules.\textsuperscript{35} These devices, and not the pleadings, are aimed at more precisely establishing the basis of the plaintiff’s claims.\textsuperscript{36}

In dozens of cases over the next half century, the Supreme Court and the federal courts of appeals followed Justice Black’s reasoning from \textit{Conley} and cited his “no set of facts” language as the standard for notice pleading required by Rule 8(a)(2).\textsuperscript{37} Although court’s\textsuperscript{38} and

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{34} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{35} Id. at 47-48
  \item \textsuperscript{36} Id.
  \item \textsuperscript{37} In Justice Stevens’ dissent in \textit{Bell Atlantic}, 127 S. Ct. at 1978, he provides the following string citation to illustrate his point that \textit{Conley}’s “no set of facts” language has indeed been the federal pleading standard since the Court’s decision in \textit{Conley} in 1957:
    
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
scholars frequently questioned this standard over that period of time, the viability of Conley remained intact until Bell Atlantic v. Twombly.

C. The Seventh Circuit’s Pre-Bell Atlantic Rule 12(b)(6) Jurisprudence

In Doe v. Smith, the plaintiff, a 16-year-old girl, engaged in consensual sexual relations with the defendant. Unbeknownst to plaintiff, the defendant used a hidden camera to make a recording of the two in bed together. Plaintiff alleged that after their relationship ended the defendant circulated copies of the videotape via email, and

Bullitt Cty., 104 S. W. 3d 757, 759 (Ky. 2003) (holding that judgment on the pleadings should be granted "if it appears beyond doubt that the nonmoving party cannot prove any set of facts that would entitle him/her to relief"); Corley v. Detroit Bd. of Ed., 470 Mich. 274, 277, 681 N.W.2d 342, 345 (2004) (per curiam) (holding that a motion for judgment on the pleadings should be granted only "if no factual development could possibly justify recovery"); Oberkramer v. Ellisville, 706 S.W.2d 440, 441 (Mo. 1986) (en banc) (omitting the words "beyond doubt" from the Conley formulation); Colman v. Utah State Land Bd., 795 P.2d 622, 624 (Utah 1990) (holding that a motion to dismiss is appropriate "only if it clearly appears that [the plaintiff] can prove no set of facts in support of his claim"); NRC Mgmt. Servs. Corp. v. First Va. Bank - Southwest, 63 Va. Cir. 68, 70 (2003) ("The Virginia standard is identical [to the Conley formulation], though the Supreme Court of Virginia may not have used the same words to describe it").

38 Bell Atlantic, 127 S. Ct. at 1969 (citing Car Carriers, Inc. v. Ford Motor Co., 745 F.2d 1101, 1106 (7th Cir. 1984); Ascon Props., Inc. v. Mobil Oil Co., 866 F.2d 1149, 1155 (9th Cir. 1989); O'Brien v. DiGrazia, 544 F.2d 543, 546 n.3 (1st Cir. 1976); McGregor v. Indus. Excess Landfill, Inc., 856 F.2d 39, 42-43 (6th Cir. 1988)).


41 429 F.3d 706, 707 (7th Cir. 2005).

42 Id.

43 Id.
that at least one of the recipients posted the recording on the internet. Plaintiff filed suit under the federal wire-tapping statute, alleging that the video recording was an unauthorized interception, and that its disclosure was forbidden. The district court dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. It ruled that plaintiff’s complaint was deficient because it failed to allege that the recording was an “interception” within the meaning of §2510(4). The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals reversed and remanded.

Writing for the court, Judge Easterbrook agreed that the complaint did not allege that the defendant “intercepted” anything. However, he wrote:

[P]leadings in federal court need not allege facts corresponding to each “element” of a statute . . . . Usually they need do no more than narrate a grievance simply and directly, so that the defendant knows what he has been accused of . . . . Complaints initiate the litigation but need not cover everything necessary for the plaintiff to win; factual details and legal arguments come later. A complaint suffices if any facts consistent with its allegations, and showing entitlement to prevail, could be established by affidavit or testimony at trial.

He determined that the plaintiff’s complaint satisfied this standard because “it is easy to tell what [the defendant] is complaining about.”

---

44 Id.
46 Smith, 429 F.3d at 707.
47 Id. at 708.
48 Id.
49 Id. at 710.
50 Id. at 708.
51 Id.
52 Id.
Judge Easterbrook cautioned that district court judges tempted to dismiss a complaint because it does not contain a specific allegation should recall that only those claims explicitly stated in Rule 9(b) are required to be pleaded with particularity.53 Because “interception” is not on Rule 9(b)’s short list, it was error by the district court to dismiss.54

In *Kolupa v. Roselle Park District,*55 the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals followed the reasoning of the *Smith* court. Plaintiff, Christopher Kolupa, alleged that the defendant violated Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 196456 by firing him on account of his religious beliefs.57 The district judge dismissed the complaint for failure to state a claim upon which relief could be granted.58 On appeal, Judge Easterbrook affirmed in part, reversed in part, and remanded the case for proceedings consistent with the court’s opinion.59

Judge Easterbrook began by explaining the applicable federal pleading standard.60 He wrote that, “Federal complaints plead claims rather than facts. . . . It is enough to name the plaintiff and the defendant, state the nature of the grievance, and give a few tidbits (such as the date) that will let the defendant investigate. A full narrative is unnecessary.”61 In order to state a claim for religious discrimination, a plaintiff is only required to “recite that the employer has caused some concrete injury by holding the worker’s religion against him.”62

---

53 *Id.*

54 *Id.*

55 438 F.3d 713 (7th Cir. 2006) *overruled* by EEOC v. Concentra Health Servs., Inc., 496 F.3d 773 (7th Cir. 2007).


57 *Kolupa,* 438 F.3d at 714.

58 *Id.*

59 *Id.* at 716.

60 *Id.* at 714.

61 *Id.*

62 *Id.*
The district judge dismissed the plaintiff’s complaint because it failed to allege that the other employees were similarly situated with respect to him, or that the other employees were outside of the protected class.\(^{63}\) According to Judge Easterbrook, however, it was error on the part of the district court to require the plaintiff to plead facts that pertain to every aspect of a prima facie case for a Title VII violation.\(^{64}\) Citing the *Smith* decision, Judge Easterbrook reiterated “that complaints need not plead facts and need not narrate events that correspond to each aspect of the applicable legal rule. Any decision declaring ‘this complaint is deficient because it does not allege X’ is a candidate for summary reversal, unless X is on the list of *Fed. R. Civ. P.* 9(b).”\(^{65}\) He reversed the lower court’s decision with respect to the discriminatory discharge claim.\(^{66}\)

Plaintiff’s complaint also alleged that the Park District failed to accommodate his religious beliefs, failed to promote him, and retaliated against him when he tried to protect his rights.\(^{67}\) Judge Easterbrook affirmed the dismissal of these claims because there was no mention made of them in the plaintiff’s administrative charge.\(^{68}\)

II. THE RECENT SUPREME COURT DECISIONS

\(A.\) Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly

In *Bell Atlantic*, plaintiffs William Twombly and Lawrence Marcus brought a class action suit on behalf of the subscribers of local telephone and/or high speed internet services against the incumbent local exchange carriers (“ILECs”) that comprise Bell Atlantic

\(^{63}\) *Id.*

\(^{64}\) *Id.*

\(^{65}\) *Id.* at 715; Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b) says: “In alleging fraud or mistake, a party must state with particularity the circumstances constituting fraud or mistake. Malice, intent, knowledge, and other conditions of a person's mind may be alleged generally.” *Fed. R. Civ. P.* 9(b).

\(^{66}\) *Kolupa*, 438 F.3d at 716.

\(^{67}\) *Id.* at 715.

\(^{68}\) *Id.* at 716.
Corporation. The complaint alleged violations of Section 1 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, which proscribes “every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy, in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or foreign nations.” The complaint alleged that the Bell Atlantic ILECs conspired to restrain trade (1) by engaging in parallel conduct in their respective service areas to inhibit the growth of competitive local exchange carriers (“CLECs”) and (2) by agreeing to refrain from competing against one another, as evidenced by their common failure to pursue attractive business opportunities in contiguous markets, and by a statement of one ILEC’s CEO that competing in another ILEC’s territory did not seem right.

The district court dismissed the complaint because it found that the plaintiffs failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted. It reasoned that mere allegations of parallel business conduct do not state a claim under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, and that the plaintiffs are required to allege additional facts tending to exclude independent self-interested conduct as an explanation for the parallel action of the ILECs. On appeal, the Second Circuit, citing Conley, reversed the trial court’s ruling and held that plaintiffs’ complaint was sufficient to withstand a Rule 12(b)(6) motion because the ILECs failed to show that there is “no set of facts” that would permit the plaintiffs to demonstrate that the parallel conduct they alleged was the product of collusion rather than coincidence.

The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari to address the proper standard for pleading an antitrust conspiracy through allegations of parallel conduct. In reversing the Second Circuit and reinstating the trial court’s dismissal of the plaintiffs’ complaint, the

---

70 Id.
71 Id.
73 Id.
75 Bell Atlantic, 127 S. Ct. at 1963.
Court held that even though a complaint need not contain detailed factual allegations, “a plaintiff’s obligation to demonstrate the ‘grounds’ of his ‘entitle[ment] to relief’ requires more than labels and conclusions, and a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action will not do.”76 “Factual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level,” and absent at least some factual allegations in the complaint, “it is hard to see how a claimant could satisfy the requirement of providing not only ‘fair notice’ of the nature of the claims, but also ‘grounds’ on which the claim rests.”77

The Court’s rationale for requiring such factual allegations in the complaint was rooted in the rising costs of litigation and of compliance with discovery, in particular.78 According to the Court, a complaint that contains no factual allegations does not give rise to a “reasonable expectation” that discovery will reveal any evidence of the conduct complained of and “this basic deficiency should . . . be exposed at the point of minimum expenditure of time and money by the parties and the court.”79 The Court mentioned that the expense of antitrust discovery, the use of discovery by plaintiffs to extract nuisance value from suits, and the increasing caseload of the federal court system all weighed in favor of requiring a plaintiff to demonstrate the plausibility of his claims at the pleading stage.80

Plaintiffs’ main argument against the “plausibility standard”81 was based on Justice Black’s “no set of facts” language from the Court’s decision in Conley.82 However, the Court says that Conley’s “no set of facts” language never was intended to be read literally or in isolation, and that such a narrow reading of those words led to the erroneous conclusion that “a wholly conclusory statement of claim would survive a motion to dismiss whenever the pleadings left open the

76 Id. at 1964-1965.
77 Id. at 1965.
78 Id. at 1965-1966.
79 Id. at 1966.
80 Id. at 1966-1967.
81 Id. at 1966-1967.
82 Id. at 1966.
possibility that a plaintiff might later establish some ‘set of undisclosed facts’ to support recovery.” 83 Rather, the Court stated that Conley stands for the proposition that “once a claim has been stated adequately, it may be supported by showing any set of facts consistent with the allegations in the complaint.” 84 In dismissing the complaint, the Court reasserted that it was not applying a heightened pleading standard in the context of antitrust litigation, but instead was clarifying and enunciating an often misunderstood legal principle. 85

According to the Bell Atlantic dissent, however, there is not, nor has there ever been, any confusion about the standard of notice pleading that has dominated the federal system for the last 50 years. 86 Justice Stevens—the author of the dissent— believes that two practical concerns are at the heart of the Court’s departure from “settled procedural law.” 87 Namely, the extraordinary expense that antitrust litigation can impose on a defendant, and the risk that jurors may believe that evidence of parallel conduct is sufficient to find an agreement as opposed to similar decisions made while defendants act independently of one another. 88

In response to these legitimate concerns, Justice Stevens argued that careful case management, strict controls over the discovery process, close examination of the evidence at the summary judgment stage, and carefully crafted jury instructions offer a satisfactory solution. 89 He did not believe that the Majority’s concerns provided a sufficient reason to dismiss an adequately pleaded complaint and to allow the defendants to avoid filing an answer in which they could deny, or perhaps admit, that they acted, or omitted to act, in concert. 90

83 Id. at 1968-1969.
84 Id. at 1969.
85 Id. at 1973.
86 Id. at 1978 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
87 Id. at 1975
88 Id.
89 Id.
90 Id.
The dissent went on to describe the history of pleading rules throughout the Anglo-American experience, noting the stringency with which such rules were applied in the early 19th century and the relaxation of these standards as time passed. According to Justice Stevens, the goal of the relaxed pleading requirements of the Federal Rules “was not to keep litigants out of court but rather to keep them in,” and Conley’s “no set of facts” language is consistent with that goal. Its “formulation permits outright dismissal only when proceeding to discovery or beyond would be futile.”

In further support of the dissenters’ belief that Rule 8(a)(2) does not require a plaintiff to plead any specific facts in the complaint, the dissent pointed to Rule 9’s imposition of a “particularity” requirement on all complaints that allege fraud or mistake. Given the canon of statutory construction expressio unius est exclusio alterius—“the expression of one is the exclusion of others”—it argued that Congress clearly did not intend plaintiffs who are not alleging fraud or mistake to have to plead with the kind of factual specificity required by the majority.

B. Erickson v. Pardus

Just two weeks after Bell Atlantic, the Supreme Court handed down another opinion regarding Rules 8(a)(2), 12(b)(6) and the federal pleading standard. In Erickson, a prison inmate filed suit under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, for violations of his Eighth and Fourteenth Amendment rights by prison officials at the Limon Correctional Facility in Colorado. The petitioner, William Erickson, alleged that a liver condition that resulted from hepatitis C required a medical treatment

91 Id. at 1975-1976
92 Id. at 1977
93 Id. at 1977 n.4
94 Id.
95 The decision in Bell Atlantic was handed down on May 21, 2007. The Court decided Erickson on June 4.
program that the officials had commenced but wrongfully terminated, consequently putting his life in danger.\textsuperscript{97} The district court dismissed petitioner’s complaint for failure to state a claim, and the Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit affirmed, characterizing the complaint’s allegations as “conclusory.”\textsuperscript{98} The Supreme Court vacated the judgment from below and remanded the case for further review.\textsuperscript{99}

According to petitioner’s complaint, officials at the Colorado Department of Corrections (“Department”) diagnosed the petitioner with hepatitis C.\textsuperscript{100} Petitioner began treatment for the disease after completing the necessary courses and complying with Department procedures.\textsuperscript{101} The year-long treatment program required the use of a syringe for weekly self-injections of medication.\textsuperscript{102} However, after petitioner’s treatment began prison officials were unable to account for one of the syringes made available to him and the other prisoners receiving similar medical attention.\textsuperscript{103} Eventually, they found it in a communal trash can, modified in a manner which suggested illegal drug use.\textsuperscript{104}

The prison officials, disbelieving petitioner’s claim that he had not taken the syringe, cited him for violating the Colorado penal code’s provisions against possession of drug paraphernalia.\textsuperscript{105} Furthermore, petitioner was removed from his treatment program as a result of the officials’ assessment that he intended to use drugs.\textsuperscript{106} Petitioner alleged that “Dr. Bloor had ‘removed [him] from [his] hepatitis C treatment’ in violation of department protocol, ‘thus endangering [his]
life.’” He requested relief including damages and an injunction requiring the Department to resume his treatment for hepatitis C. 

Three months after filing his complaint, petitioner filed a Motion for expedited Review Due to Imminent Danger indicating it was undisputed that he had hepatitis C, that he met the Department’s standards for treatment of the disease, and that his liver was suffering irreversible harm due to lack of treatment. Respondents filed a motion to dismiss, and the Magistrate Judge before whom the motion was pending recommended that the District Court dismiss the complaint because petitioner failed to allege that Dr. Bloor’s actions caused him “substantial harm.” The District Court agreed with the Magistrate Judge and dismissed the complaint. The Court of Appeals affirmed, stating that petitioner had failed to “allege that as a result of the discontinuance of the treatment itself shortly after it began or the interruption of treatment for approximately eighteen months he suffered any harm, let alone substantial harm, [other] than what he already faced from Hepatitis C itself[.]”

The Supreme Court granted certiorari and, in a Per Curiam opinion, reversed the decision from below, holding that “[i]t was error for the Court of Appeals to conclude that petitioner’s allegations were too conclusory to establish for pleading purposes that petitioner had suffered ‘a cognizable independent harm’ as a result of his removal from the hepatitis C treatment program.” Quoting Justice Stevens’ opinion from *Bell Atlantic*, the Court stated that “Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires only ‘a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.’ Specific facts are

---

107 Id. at 2199 (quoting Petitioner’s Complaint) (brackets in original).
108 Id.
109 Id.
110 Id. (quoting the Magistrate Judge’s Recommendation on Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss).
111 Id.
112 Id. (quoting Erickson v. Pardus, 198 Fed. Appx. 694, 697 (10th Cir. 2006)).
113 Id. at 2200 (quoting *Erickson*, 198 Fed. Appx. At 698).
not necessary; the statement need only "give the defendant fair notice of what the . . . claim is and the grounds upon which it rests."\(^{114}\)

Petitioner’s complaint stated that Dr. Bloor’s decision to remove him from his hepatitis C treatment constituted a danger to his life.\(^{115}\) It alleged that his medication was discontinued shortly after the treatment program began; that the prescribed treatment program was supposed to last a year; that he was still in need of treatment for his condition; and that prison officials refused to provide him with treatment.\(^{116}\) According to the Court, “[t]his alone was enough to satisfy Rule 8(a)(2).” In addition, petitioner strengthened his claim by making more specific allegations in documents attached to the complaint and in later filings.\(^{117}\)

The Court also pointed out that petitioner was proceeding pro se, and that documents filed pro se are “to be liberally construed.”\(^{118}\) This fact made the Court of Appeals’ departure from Rule 8(a)(2)'s liberal pleading standards even more evident, because “a pro se complaint, however inartfully pleaded, must be held to less stringent standards than formal pleadings drafted by lawyers.”\(^{119}\)

The Court did not determine whether petitioner’s complaint was sufficient in all respects, because respondents’ raised multiple arguments in their motion to dismiss that were not decided by the district court.\(^{120}\) The Court did decide, however, that the complaint could not be dismissed on the ground that the allegations in the complaint were too conclusory.\(^{121}\) The Court vacated the judgment of the Court of Appeals, and remanded for further proceedings consistent with the Court’s opinion.

---

\(^{114}\) Id. at 2200 (quoting Bell Atlantic, 127 S. Ct. at 1964 (quoting Conley, 355 U.S. at 47)).

\(^{115}\) Id. at 2200.

\(^{116}\) Id.

\(^{117}\) Id.

\(^{118}\) Id. (quoting Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97, 106 (1976)).

\(^{119}\) Id.

\(^{120}\) Id.

\(^{121}\) Id.
III. THE SEVENTH CIRCUIT CASES INTERPRETING *Bell Atlantic* v. *Twombly*

Although the Seventh Circuit had already cited *Bell Atlantic* in three separate decisions, it did not seriously dissect the Supreme Court’s opinion in that case until *EEOC v. Concentra Health Servs., Inc.*. In *Concentra*, the Seventh Circuit determined that the federal pleading standard laid out in *Bell Atlantic* requires a complaint not only to provide the defendant with fair notice of the claims against him and the grounds upon which they rest, but to also plausibly suggest that the pleader is entitled to relief. However, *Bell Atlantic* left largely unanswered what it means to “plausibly suggest that the pleader is entitled to relief.”

Although the Supreme Court attempted to explain the newly imposed plausibility standard with declarations such as, “the ‘plain statement’ [must] possess enough heft to ‘show that the pleader is entitled to relief,”’124 and “[f]actual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above a speculative level,”125 such statements do not provide any substantive guidance as to how much, or what type of factual detail is ultimately required under the “plausibility standard.” The Seventh Circuit maintained in *Airborne Video & Beepers, Inc. v. AT & T Mobility LLC* that specific facts need not be pled in the complaint. As a practical matter, however, it does not appear possible to satisfy either *Bell Atlantic*, or the Seventh Circuit’s

122 The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals issued opinions in three cases that cited to or quoted *Bell Atlantic* before *EEOC v. Concentra Health Servs., Inc.*, 496 F.3d 773 (7th Cir. 2007). None of them, however, delved into the Supreme Court’s decision as deeply as the court in *Concentra* did. See In re Ocwen Loan Servicing, 491 F.3d 638, 646 (7th Cir. 2007); Jennings v. Auto Meter Products, 495 F.3d 466, 472 (7th Cir. 2007); Local 15, IBEW v. Exelon Corp., 495 F.3d 779, 782 (7th Cir. 2007).

123 *Concentra*, 496 F.3d at 776.

124 *Bell Atlantic*, 127 S. Ct. at 1966 (quoting Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2)).

125 *Id.* at 1965.

126 *Airborne*, 499 F.3d at 667.
interpretation of *Bell Atlantic*, without including some factual allegations in the complaint.

### A. EEOC v. Concentra Health Services

In *EEOC v. Concentra Health Servs., Inc.*, plaintiff Charles Horn filed a complaint with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) when he was fired by his employer Concentra Health Services (“Concentra”). The EEOC brought suit against Concentra on behalf of Horn alleging retaliation, in violation of 42 U.S.C. §20003-3(a). According to the complaint, Horn reported to Concentra’s director of human resources that “his female supervisor gave a male subordinate, with whom she was having an inappropriate sexual relationship, preferential treatment over similarly situated employees with respect to his employment,” and that Concentra responded by firing Horn.129

The district court granted Concentra’s Rule 12(b)(6) motion and dismissed the EEOC’s complaint. It held that Horn could not have believed that the activities he opposed violated Title VII because, at the time Horn reported the affair, favoring a subordinate because of a sexual relationship did not, without more, constitute a violation of Title VII. The court further held that even had Horn actually believed that the affair was a violation of Title VII, his belief was not reasonable, and thus the EEOC’s complaint did not state a claim.

The EEOC filed an amended complaint which, in the opinion of the district court, differed from the original only in that the paragraph setting forth the EEOC’s claim was far less detailed. It read as follows:
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Since at least 2001, Defendant has engaged in unlawful employment practices at its Elk Grove location in violation of Section 704(a) of title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-3(a). Such unlawful employment practices include, but are not limited to, retaliating against Horn after he opposed conduct in the workplace that he objectively and reasonably believed in good faith violated Title VII by reporting the conduct to Concentra’s Director of Human Resources. Concentra’s retaliation includes, but is not limited to, issuing Horn unwarranted negative evaluations and terminating him. 134

Concentra again moved to dismiss and the district court again granted the motion, this time with prejudice. 135 The court based its decision on its opinion that the complaint did not provide sufficient notice of the nature of the EEOC’s claim and that the complaint failed to specify the conduct that Horn believed to be in violation of Title VII. 136 The EEOC subsequently appealed. 137

The Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court’s dismissal on appeal. Writing for the majority, Judge Cudahy engaged in a discussion about the standard of pleading required in the federal court system in the aftermath of Bell Atlantic. 138 He began by stating that the Supreme Court has interpreted the language of Rule 8(a)(2) as “impos[ing] two easy-to-clear hurdles” on the pleader. 139

First, the complaint must describe the claim in sufficient detail to give the defendant “fair notice of what the claim is
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and the grounds upon which it rests.” Second, its allegations must plausibly suggest that the plaintiff has a right to relief, raising that possibility above a “speculative level”; if they do not, the plaintiff pleads itself out of court.

Concentra argued that the EEOC failed to meet either of the Bell Atlantic requirements.

Somewhat confusingly, Judge Cudahy began his ‘plausibility’ analysis by focusing on the EEOC’s initial complaint rather than the amended complaint. Careful consideration of the arguments advanced on appeal by Concentra, as well as consideration of an argument that Concentra chose not to advance in support of dismissal are necessary to understand the Seventh Circuit’s reasoning on the plausibility issue.

Concentra’s first argument for affirming the lower court’s dismissal was that the EEOC “pleaded itself out of court by alleging that Horn reported his supervisor’s favoritism to a lover,” an argument that, according to Judge Cudahy, “reflects a fond nostalgia for the EEOC’s original complaint.” Judge Cudahy acknowledged that dismissal of the initial complaint was probably correct; however, he did note that the now “rejected ‘favoring a paramour’ theory [] did not logically foreclose the possibility that some other aspect of Horn’s report might have furnished a ground for relief.” In so doing, he pointed out that some of the Seventh Circuit’s past cases suggested that the EEOC’s initial complaint would have been able to withstand a
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Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss. Yet those cases all were based on Conley’s disavowed “no set of facts” language and no longer dictated the Seventh Circuit’s jurisprudence with regard to the sufficiency of a complaint. Now, a complaint “must actually suggest that the plaintiff has a right to relief by providing allegations that ‘raise a right to relief above the speculative level.’” “[I]t is not enough for a complaint to avoid foreclosing possible bases for relief[.]”

The court also discussed the fact that Concentra did not argue that the allegations in the EEOC’s amended complaint “fail[ed] to plausibly suggest a right to relief.” Rather, Concentra attempted to rely on a “narrow exception” to Federal Rule 10(c) that would have incorporated Horn’s original charge to the EEOC into the amended complaint, thus condemning the amended complaint to the same fate as the original. Why take this back door approach to having the complaint dismissed, as opposed to attacking its face? According to Judge Cudahy:

Bell Atlantic itself does not appear to suggest that the bare idea of an antitrust conspiracy among major telephone companies like the one alleged in that case is implausible; rather, it appears to hold that the plaintiffs pleaded themselves out of court with detailed “allegations of parallel conduct” that did not plausibly suggest such a conspiracy.

Similarly, it was Horn’s detailed allegations of the conduct giving rise to the Title VII violation that resulted in the dismissal of the
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original complaint. The leaner allegations of the amended complaint, that Concentra retaliated against Horn for making a report protected by Title VII—although possibly deficient in providing the defendant with the notice required by Rule 8—is no less plausible than a prison doctor improperly withholding medication from a prisoner. The court found that the EEOC did not plead itself out of court with its amended complaint and it moved on to the question of notice.

On the notice issue, Concentra argued that dismissal was proper because the complaint did not specify the conduct that the plaintiff reported to Concentra’s Human Resources Director. Here the court agreed. Judge Cudahy reasoned that Rule 8(a)(2) requires that there be some minimum level of factual detail in the complaint that is sufficient to “give the defendant fair notice of what . . . the claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.” The question for the court to resolve in close cases is how much factual detail is required before the defendant has been given fair notice.

Judge Cudahy explained that, although the Rules do not require highly detailed factual pleadings, they do not “promote vagueness or reward deliberate obfuscation” either. Rather:

Encouraging a plaintiff to plead what few facts can be easily provided and will clearly be helpful serves to expedite resolution by quickly alerting the defendant to the basic, critical factual allegations (that is, by providing “fair notice” of the plaintiff’s claim) and, if appropriate, permitting a quick test of the legal sufficiency of those allegations.
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Simply put, a complaint should contain clearly important information that a plaintiff is easily able to provide. The Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court’s dismissal and Judge Cudahy denied the EEOC’s request for leave to file a second amended complaint in order to conform to Bell Atlantic, expressing doubt that Bell Atlantic changed the applicable federal pleading standard.

B. Airborne Video & Beepers, Inc. v. AT & T Mobility LLC

The Seventh Circuit refined its Rule 8 analysis in a case decided three weeks after Concentra. In Airborne Video & Beepers, Inc. v. AT & T Mobility LLC, the Seventh Circuit tried to read the Supreme Court’s Bell Atlantic decision in harmony with Erickson v. Pardus. In Airborne, an owner of a retail store specializing in cellular, pager and long-distance telephone services brought suit against a telephone company for, among other things, breach of contract, tortious interference with business relationships, and deceptive and fraudulent practices when the telephone company stopped paying the plaintiff commissions on service activations. Due to the plaintiff’s repeated inability to properly file an adequate complaint, the district court denied plaintiff’s motion for leave to file a fourth amended complaint.

On appeal the Seventh Circuit affirmed the district court’s ruling. In so doing Judge Wood further explored the Seventh Circuit’s pleading standards even though she acknowledged that this issue was not raised on appeal. In her opinion, Judge Wood recited Bell Atlantic’s language that “a plaintiff’s obligation to provide the
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grounds’ of his ‘entitlement to relief’ requires more than labels and conclusions. Yet, she found that the Erickson decision clearly indicated that Bell Atlantic did not represent a shift to fact-pleading in the federal system. According to Judge Wood, Erickson reaffirmed that Rule 8 does not require specific facts, but merely requires that the defendant be given “fair notice of what the . . . claim is and the grounds upon which it rests.” Taking these two propositions together, Judge Wood wrote:

[W]e understand the [Supreme] Court to be saying only that at some point the factual detail in a complaint may be so sketchy that the complaint does not provide the type of notice of the claim to which the defendant is entitled under Rule 8.

As such, a plaintiff can present as little factual detail in the complaint as he wants, provided the complaint plausibly raises his right to relief above a speculative level, as well as puts the defendant on notice of the claims against him and the grounds upon which they rest.
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IV. ATTEMPTING TO APPLY THE SEVENTH CIRCUIT TEST

The district courts within the Seventh Circuit have had several opportunities to decide cases involving Rule 12(b)(6) motions in the aftermath of the Court of Appeals’ decisions discussed above. The cases discussed below demonstrate how the district courts’ are applying the Seventh Circuit’s interpretation of *Bell Atlantic*.

A. Higgins v. Conopco, Inc.

Michael Higgins, a commercial truck driver, was injured when his truck shifted while he was trying to secure it to a loading dock at the defendant’s facility.\(^{175}\) Plaintiff alleged that the mechanism by which he was supposed to hitch his truck to the dock was old, improperly maintained and, as a result, did not properly function, thus causing his injury.\(^{176}\) In his third amended complaint, Higgins brought negligence claims against Conopco and four other defendants—Unilever, Unilever Illinois, Seng and Overhead.\(^{177}\) Conopco, Unilever and Unilever Illinois filed a third-party complaint against Higgins’ employer, England.\(^{178}\)

Their complaint alleged that Conopco entered into an agreement with England that required England to provide Conopco with transportation services.\(^{179}\) The complaint further alleged that, at the time of the accident, Higgins was an employee of England, and that, in accordance with the transportation agreement, England agreed to carry liability insurance and indemnify Conopco for any harm arising out of services under that agreement.\(^{180}\) The third-party plaintiffs’ complaint
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\(^{180}\) *Id.* at *5.*
contained a breach of contract claim and a contribution claim against England.\textsuperscript{181} England brought a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss the third-party plaintiffs’ claims.\textsuperscript{182}

In ruling on the motion, the district court set out the standard of pleading required to survive a Rule 12(b)(6) motion in the Seventh Circuit.\textsuperscript{183} It said that “[a] plaintiff is required to include allegations in the complaint that ‘plausibly suggest that the plaintiff has a right to relief, raising that possibility above a speculative level’ . . . ‘if they do not, the plaintiff pleads itself out of court.’”\textsuperscript{184}

England argued that the Court should grant its motion to dismiss the breach of contract claim because the transportation agreement was not a valid contract; that the agreement never went into effect; and, alternatively, that if the agreement was valid and went into effect, the accident was not covered by the agreement.\textsuperscript{185} As such, the third-party plaintiffs’ contribution claim should be dismissed as well.\textsuperscript{186} In response, the Court stated that the purpose of a Rule 12(b)(6) motion is to contest the validity of the claim, and not to assess whether the claim is meritorious.\textsuperscript{187} A complaint need only provide the defendant with sufficient notice of the claim being brought.\textsuperscript{188} Applying the Concentra standard, the court found that the third-party plaintiffs’ allegations concerning England’s breach of the transportation agreement provided “sufficient detail and are not based upon pure speculation or legal generalizations.”\textsuperscript{189} As such, the complaint
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satisfied Rule 8(a)(2)’s requirements of plausibility and notice.\textsuperscript{190} The district court denied England’s motion to dismiss.\textsuperscript{191}

\textbf{B. Safeco Ins., Co. v. Wheaton Bank and Trust, Co.}

In \textit{Safeco}, the plaintiff, Safeco Insurance (“Safeco”), sued Wheaton Bank and Trust (“Wheaton”) for conversion, improper use of trust funds, and constructive trust.\textsuperscript{192} Safeco’s claims against Wheaton arose out if Safeco’s duties as a surety to Integrated Construction Technology Corporation (“ICTC”), a construction contractor that had a deposit account with Wheaton.\textsuperscript{193} ICTC borrowed over $4 million from Wheaton, and when a portion of the debt became due, Wheaton set off over $500,000 from ICTC’s deposits—unbeknownst to ICTC or Safeco—in order to satisfy the debt.\textsuperscript{194} Because of these set offs to ICTC’s account, there were insufficient funds with which to pay its creditors and suppliers.\textsuperscript{195} As such, Safeco became obligated as a surety to provide the funds for ICTC while the account was short.\textsuperscript{196} Safeco contended that the set offs were improper and, as a result of the set offs, it had to pay more than $1.6 million in order to satisfy ICTC’s debts to its subcontractors.\textsuperscript{197} Wheaton made a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss Safeco’s complaint for failure to state a claim.\textsuperscript{198}

The court said that in order for a plaintiff to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, “[he] must plead sufficient facts to give fair notice of the claim and the grounds upon which it rests, and those,
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if true, must plausibly suggest that the plaintiff is entitled to relief, “raising that right to relief above the speculative level.”

Regarding the conversion claim, Wheaton argued that Safeco’s complaint should be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6) because it failed to adequately allege that Safeco had a right to the money it demanded; that its right was present and unconditional; and that the defendant wrongfully refused to return the money. The court agreed.

Safeco claimed that as subrogee of the subcontractors it had a present and unconditional right to the money set off by Wheaton. However, under Illinois law a bank takes title to the money deposited with it and subsequently becomes a debtor to the creditor depositor. As such, when a trustee—such as ICTC—deposits trust funds into a bank account, only the trustee, and not the beneficiary—in this case Safeco, as subrogee of the subcontractors—has an immediate and unconditional right to possess the amount deposited. The beneficiaries of the trust may seek to recover their funds from the trustee, but they cannot recover their funds from the bank under a theory of conversion. The court reasoned that because of this principle, Safeco could not sue Wheaton for conversion based on the subcontractors’ equitable interest in the deposits.

The court also found that the conversion claim was deficient because Safeco did not allege that the bank knew, or should have known, that the set offs included trust funds. While a bank has a right to set off the accounts of its customers in order to satisfy their indebtedness, this right does not extend to situations in which the bank has notice, whether actual or constructive, that the accounts include
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trust funds. Because the “[c]omplaint does not contain sufficient allegations to plausibly suggest that the bank knew or should have know that it was setting off trust assets[,]” the court dismissed the conversion claim without prejudice. In so doing it stated that Safeco may be able to correct the defects by amending the complaint to allege that Wheaton had knowledge that the set offs contained trust assets, and by pleading claims subrogated from ICTC, rather than from its subcontractors.

The court dismissed the mechanics lien claim, holding that the act does not create a right of action against a bank that sets off funds held by a contractor in trust for a subcontractor, and it dismissed the constructive trust claim for failure to allege knowledge on the part of Wheaton. Because Safeco’s complaint lacked plausibility, the court did not reach the question of notice.

C. Zamudio v. HSBC N.Am. Holdings, Inc.

In 2005, plaintiff Robert Zamudio, a 55 year-old Mexican-American, attempted to refinance the mortgage on his home at Beneficial, a subsidiary mortgage company of the defendant, HSBC. Zamudio alleged that a Beneficial loan officer told the him that if his home was appraised at more than $140,000 he would be able to refinance. Plaintiff’s home was subsequently appraised at $144,900, but his loan application was denied. When plaintiff contacted the loan office to ask why his application had been denied he was informed that the value of his home was insufficient.
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Plaintiff alleged that this was not the real reason his loan was denied, but rather, the denial was a result of HSBC’s automated underwriting and credit scoring systems, which have a discriminatory impact on minority applicants, such as the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{216} He filed suit against HSBC alleging violations of the Fair Housing Act (“FHA”)\textsuperscript{217} and the Equal Opportunity Credit Act (“ECOA”).\textsuperscript{218} The defendant made a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss the plaintiff’s claims.

The district court said that in order to satisfy the requirements of Rule 8(a)(2), a complaint must accomplish two things:

“[T]he complaint must describe the claim in sufficient detail to give the defendant ‘fair notice of what . . . the claim is and the grounds upon which it rests . . . .’\textsuperscript{219} Second, its allegations must plausibly suggest that the plaintiff has a right to relief, raising that possibility above a ‘speculative level’; if they do not, the plaintiff pleads itself out of court.”\textsuperscript{220}

HSBC argued that because Zamudio failed to specifically identify any discriminatory policy or practice, that he failed to provide the defendants with fair notice of the claims against them.\textsuperscript{221} However, the court ruled that Zamudio’s assertion that “racially discriminatory assumptions are embedded in the statistical formulas used [by the defendants] to analyze credit information and ultimately form underwriting decisions” is sufficient to meet the pleading requirements imposed by \textit{Bell Atlantic}.\textsuperscript{222} Furthermore, the complaint plausibly suggested a right to relief because the FHA and ECOA both make
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available to plaintiffs a claim for disparate-impact claim. The court denied the defendant’s motion to dismiss.

D. CardioNet, Inc. v. LifeWatch, Corp.

LifeWatch and CardioNet are competitors that make heart monitoring devices. In January of 2007, LifeWatch launched a product called the LifeStar Ambulatory Cardiac Telemetry (“LifeStar ACT”), which was the subject of the litigation. Counter-plaintiff, LifeWatch, filed suit against CardioNet for a series statements made and actions taken by CardioNet with respect to the LifeStar ACT. LifeWatch’s complaint alleged trade secret misappropriation, intentional interference with expectation of business relationships, unfair competition, and three counts of fraud. The district court dismissed the fraud claims for failure to state a claim under Rule 9(b), but denied the CardioNet’s motion to dismiss with respect to the other claims.

The district court began its analysis by setting forth the applicable federal pleading standard. In order to avoid dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6), “LifeWatch need only provide enough detail [in the complaint] to give CardioNet fair notice of its claims, show that the
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claims are plausible, rather than merely speculative, and that relief is warranted.”233 In order to state a claim for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage, “LifeWatch must allege (1) the existence of a valid business relationship or expectancy; (2) knowledge of the relationship or expectancy on the part of the interferer; (3) an intentional and malicious interference inducing or causing a breach [or] termination of the relationship or expectancy; [and] (4) resultant damage to the party whose relationship has been disrupted.”234

LifeWatch’s complaint alleged that in June of 2007, without its knowledge, a physician improperly arranged to have a LifeStar ACT system delivered to the CEO of CardioNet.235 While in the CEO’s possession, CardioNet’s heads of research and product development dismantled, tampered with, tested and photographed the LifeStar ACT without informing LifeWatch that it had done so. LifeWatch alleged that CardioNet used the information it learned to further its marketing strategy, and that it:

[M]isrepresented in advertisements and statements to physicians and governmental and private third party insurers that (1) [CardioNet’s] device was the only FDA approved and Medicare reimbursed arrhythmia detection and alarm system; (2) the LifeStar ACT device did not and could not meet the FDA’s requirements for approval of an arrhythmia detection and alarm system; and (3) its device was superior and/or safer than the LifeStar ACT.236

LifeWatch argued that the statements made by CardioNet were false and misleading because they wrongfully suggested that the
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LifeStar ACT was less safe and reliable than CardioNet’s device, and because the LifeStar ACT was and is FDA approved.\textsuperscript{237} The court held that LifeWatch’s allegations that CardioNet knowingly issued false and misleading statements to the targeted consumers of the LifeStar Act device were sufficient to give notice to CardioNet of the intentional interference claim against it.\textsuperscript{238} The court also found LifeWatch sufficiently pleaded its unfair competition claim because the underlying allegations of a tortious interference claim sufficiently state a claim for unfair competition.\textsuperscript{239}

\textbf{E. Analysis}

As mentioned before, the Supreme Court’s decision in \textit{Bell Atlantic} provided very little substantive guidance to lower courts interpreting the “plausibility standard.” Understandably, it is a difficult task to provide a bright-line rule to determine the sufficiency of a complaint without reverting to code pleading, or imposing fact-pleading on plaintiffs in federal court. It is thus reasonable to assume that the Court, by expressly disavowing Conley’s longstanding “no set of facts” language, intended for the circuit courts to experiment with new (and ostensibly more stringent) formulations of Rule 8(a)(2).

Although the Seventh Circuit Court of appeals has explicitly adopted \textit{Bell Atlantic}’s plausibility standard, it remains unclear, even after thorough examination of \textit{Concentra} and \textit{Airborne}, how a plaintiff satisfies the plausibility standard without going as far as fact-pleading. While \textit{Airborne} makes clear that specific facts are not required to adequately plead a claim in the Seventh Circuit, it is equally clear that the pre-\textit{Bell Atlantic} standard of pleading espoused in \textit{Smith} and \textit{Kolupa} is no longer viable. So what is necessary to satisfy the plausibility standard and to adequately plead a claim in the Seventh Circuit?
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One common thread that ties together the district court cases described above is that the courts in those cases seem to require either direct (factual) or inferential allegations touching on all elements of a cause of action. For example, in *Safeco*, the court dismissed plaintiff’s conversion claim because the plaintiff’s complaint did not plausibly demonstrate that it was entitled to relief. In order to state a conversion claim, a plaintiff must establish that it (1) has a right to certain property; (2) that it has a present and unconditional right to immediate possession of the property; (3) that it made a demand for the return of the property; and (4) that the defendant wrongfully refused to return it. 240 Plaintiff’s complaint, however, failed to adequately allege that it had a “present and unconditional right to immediate possession of the property.” 241

In *CardioNet*, the court denied cross-defendant’s motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim, because the factual allegations in cross-plaintiff’s complaint touched on each element of the causes of action for intentional interference with expectation of business relationships and unfair competition. 242

Similarly, in *Zamudio*, defendant’s motion to dismiss plaintiff’s disparate-impact claims were denied because plaintiff’s allegations of discriminatory affect in defendant’s automated underwriting and credit scoring systems were sufficient to state a disparate-impact claim under both the FHA and ECOA. 243

The *Higgins* court explicitly stated that, “[u]nder current notice pleading standard in federal courts a plaintiff need not ‘plead facts that, if true, establish each element of a cause of action...’” 244 This, however, is not contrary to the requirement that a plaintiff plead either direct or inferential allegations in order to state a claim. In *Higgins*,
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third-party defendant argued that plaintiffs’ breach of contract claim should be dismissed because plaintiffs failed to allege the consideration that supported the transportation agreement, as well as the facts regarding the formation the agreement.\textsuperscript{245} The court denied defendant’s motion to dismiss and found that plaintiff’s breach of contract claim was adequately pleaded.\textsuperscript{246} Plaintiffs’ complaint contained a description of the alleged contract, as well as the date on which it was entered into. This information is detailed enough for a court to infer that a valid contract was formed. Whether the contract was supported by adequate consideration, and whether there was a valid offer and acceptance reach the merits of plaintiffs’ claims and do not address the legal sufficiency of plaintiffs’ complaint. Providing factual details concerning these points is outside the requirements of Rule 8(a)(2).

A Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals decision handed down April 2, 2008, lends support to the requirement that a plaintiff’s complaint must contain at least inferential allegations respecting each element of a claim.\textsuperscript{247} In \textit{Glick v. Walker}, plaintiff filed suit in the Southern District of Illinois against several prison officials at the Menard Correctional Center claiming that they were “deliberately indifferent” towards his mental health needs and the risks of harm posed to him by one cellmate’s smoking and another’s threat to kill him.\textsuperscript{248} The district court screened his complaint and dismissed it for failure to state a claim.\textsuperscript{249} A three judge panel, consisting of Judges Kanne, Rovner, and Sykes, assessed the Eighth Amendment claims of the plaintiff and vacated the judgment of the district court, remanding the case for further proceedings on all claims except plaintiff’s Americans with Disabilities Act\textsuperscript{250} claim.\textsuperscript{251}
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The unanimous court held that plaintiff’s Eighth Amendment claim regarding his exposure to second-hand smoke included enough detail to state a claim. Exposure to second-hand smoke can give rise to two Eighth Amendment claims: one for both present injury and future injury.

To state a claim based on present injury, an inmate must allege that prison officials knew of and disregarded ‘serious existing health problems’ caused by the second-hand smoke. . . . To state a claim based on future injury, an inmate must allege that prison officials knew of and disregarded exposure to levels of second-hand smoke that ‘pose an unreasonable risk of serious damage to his future health.’

In the instant case, plaintiff alleged that he was diagnosed with emphysema; that he suffered increased chest pain due to his cellmate’s smoking; that defendants knew of his condition and his complaints; and, that defendants did nothing to remedy the situation. These allegations were sufficient to state a claim for both present and future injury under the Eighth Amendment.

The court also held that plaintiff’s complaint contained enough detail to state an Eighth Amendment claim against prison officials that failed to prevent his cellmate from harming him. “To state a claim for failure to prevent harm, the inmate must allege that prison officials knew of and disregarded a ‘substantial risk of serious harm,’ and that harm did occur.” Plaintiff alleged that he gave a prison social
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worker two letters describing the threats made against him by his cellmate and detailing his concerns for his own safety. The complaint further alleged that the social worker told him that she had passed his letters along to internal affairs; that he never heard from internal affairs; and, that his cellmate beat him badly enough to cause his head to bleed. As such, plaintiff’s complaint satisfied the serious-harm requirement.

The court goes on to address the plaintiff’s remaining claims in an almost identical manner, reversing and remanding plaintiff’s deliberate indifference and retaliation claims, but affirming dismissal of his Americans with Disabilities Act claim. It is apparent from the Walker court’s decision that the pleading standard set forth by Judge Easterbrook in Smith and Kolupa is long gone in the wake of Bell Atlantic. Whereas in Smith and Kolupa, Judge Easterbrook indicated that district judges would be reversed for requiring plaintiffs to provide allegations on specific points, the Walker court’s analysis promotes exactly what the pre-Bell Atlantic standard prohibited. The Seventh Circuit’s analysis in the Walker opinion supports the approach that lower courts should look to see if the factual allegations contained in the complaint either directly, or inferentially, touch on all the elements of the claim to be pleaded.

CONCLUSION

The importance of understanding the Seventh Circuit’s federal pleading standard should be apparent to practitioners. Although the new standard does not represent a shift to fact-pleading, the Seventh Circuit courts are clearly requiring attorneys to provide more information in the complaint. Per Bell Atlantic, the complaint must plausibly raise the plaintiff’s right to relief above a speculative level, as well as put the defendant on notice of the claims against him and
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the grounds upon which they rest. In order to ensure satisfaction of these requirements, plaintiffs’ attorneys should, to the extent possible, provide factual or inferential allegations respecting all elements of the claims that they plead. Through the pleadings, a plaintiff should seek to convince the court that the allegations of the complaint, if taken as true, entitle the plaintiff to recovery. As Judge Cudahy suggests in Concentra, a plaintiff should plead all easily provided information that would serve to notify the defendant of the critical factual allegations against him. Until the Supreme Court weighs in on the matter again, practitioners in the Seventh Circuit would be wise to follow Judge Cudahy’s advice.
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